Fill Your Cup with BHC Daily Adult Education

Keep connected during Covid 19 with Women of BHC.
Zoom for interesting, diverse and interactive programs and demonstrations.

Every Wednesday 1:30 — 2:30 p.m.
June • July • August

- June 3—Challah Baking demonstrated by Jessica Normington, an avid chef.
- June 10 —Scrapyard Innovators of Recycling Virtual Tour presented with Talia Makowsky, visitor services coordinator of the Jewish Museum of Maryland. Learn how Jewish immigrants transformed trash into raw materials and family businesses into global corporations.
- June 17— Garden of Eve presented by Eve Vogelstein. Receive tips on indoor and outdoor gardening. Turn black thumbs into green ones.
- June 24—The Secret Chord by Pulitzer prize-winning author Geraldine Brooks reviewed by Suzanne Strutt. Learn about the riveting life of King David, from boyhood to a conflicted monarch.

Expand Your Knowledge! Get Together! See You Wednesdays on Zoom!